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FOR1WORD

The Training & Simulation Technical Area (Performance Readiness Team) of
the Army' Research Institute (ARI) has actively-pursueda program of research
in support of a systems approach to training. A major focus of this research
is todeelop the fundamental data and technoldgy necessary to field inte-
grated systems for improving individual job performance. This report sum-
marizes the first step in the ctevelopment of methods to assess and enhance 'e

the transfer of skills from triatning to the job, or from one task to another.
The transfer of training literature is integrated and analyzed in order to
derive fundamental principles of transfer. The long term goal is to develop

. methods for predicting the degree of transfer to. be expected after specific
training experiences.

a.
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TRANSFER OF TRAINING: AN INTERPRETIVE REVIEW

a

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Requirements:

As part of .e major program on individual training for combat
rvidiness, to develop a sound information base ,for 4rmy decisions

insure the effectiveness of training in promoting job proficiency,
this review focuses on the transfer of training from one.task or skill to
another.

Procedure:

This review is based upon a wide variety of data from an exten-.
sive literature survey of pertinent research. Although military-related
tasks and findings were incorporated whenever possible, some of the ex-
periments cited used tasks having little direct or obvious relationship
with skills currently maintained within the Army. In addition, conflict-
ing data and data pertinent to a more detailed understanding of the behav-
ioral consequences (transfer) of training experiences generally were
skimmed over to lend coherence to this report. Nevertheless, a number of
tentative conclusions do have considerable empirical support.

Findings:

1. Four major information
important factors in explaining and
fects: a) the relationship between
Lion, b) study-phase retrieval, c)

performance automatization.

processing factors are identified as
predicting transfer of training ef-
retrieval sues and encoded informs-
organizational strategies, and d)

2. The importance of the relationships between the retrieval
cues available during 'task 2 performance and the material encoded in Task
1 for transfer of training has been shown in a variety of experimental and
applied research paradigms. The conditions under which Task 1 information
can be retrie d using cues present in Task 2 are,shown to be an important
determinant ortransfer of training in both verbal and motor learning.
Positive transfer is promoted to the extent that the cuing relationships
between the transfer task and Task 1 are distinctive and have high redin-
tegrative value..

vii



These considerations are shown to be useful in analfzing

applied research, including the potential effectivenesiNf simulators for

aircraft and other mechanical equipment in transfer of training.. Naria.

tions in simulator fidelity to'the transfer environment have led to con-

, tradictory and ambiguous results... Analyseslif these studis of simulator
effectiveness support the idea that the fidelity o'r ,a simulator to the

actual instrument'can be based on those attributes which have high redinr-

tegrative value for correct responses. Thode attributes which have lower

redintegrative value can be modified or eliminated without substantial'

loss of transfer.

3. The integratioh of information across successive presenta-

tions of related material through a study -phase retrieval process seems to

be critical in increasing. positive transfer-in many situations. The Jux-

taposition of different events can result in-the formation of higher order

concepts, as in-textual prose comprehension, or can facilitate, the abs-

traction of critical dimensions of task performance and stimulus recogni-

tion. This process can be accomplished through the appropriate variation

in Task 1 training used to define the critical dimensions. The process

seems to be applicable to both verbal and motor transfer as manifested by

the effects of variability of practice on later transfer performance.. It

was also shown to be useful in understanding the relative effectiveness of

guidance versus discovery training. _

4. Organizational processes are powerful aids to the learning

of new information to the extent that the transfer task can be related
effectively to-tne organizational plan or schema in use. A schema can be

regarded as a set of procedural and content knowledges concerning .a par-

ticular domain of material. Schemata can facilitate both' verbal and

motoric learning. The uselof schemata produces several negative effects

on transfer. Schema-irrelevant or incongruent information will often be

learned less well than if no schema were being used. In addition, trans-

fer material which requires a different 'schema than the one-used in Tisk 1

will often lead to negative transfer because the person will spend time

trying to fit the new information into an inappropriate schema or try to

modify the old schema to fist the new material.

5. Automatized 'performance can occur after extended consistent

practice with particular cued or responses. Qualitative and quantitative

differences exist between automatized performance and non-automatized

performance, both in terms of the effort required to process and respond

o
to cues and in the nature of.the performance itself. Changes in the util-

ization of the cues controlling responding have been shown to occur' over

the course of training in a variety of tasks. Such changes usually occur

in the direction of more efficient stimulus processing or motor perform,

ance. As a consequence, transfer can be affected by the relationship of

the particular cues utilized in Task 1 and in the transfer task. In addi-

tion, the more efficient performance on tasks can permit time sharing

activities or theelmultaneous performance of two tasks. Automatized per-

viii
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romance. tends to be highlrspecific to the elements consistentlY pres-
ented in Task 1. Thus, there may be little transfer to other components
that differ in some way fromthote that have become automatized, In addi-
tion, it can be difficult to suppress inappropriate automatized perform-
ance in transfer tasks if the controlling cues are presented,

6. Proactive *interference (PI) can be interpreted as due to the
operation of several of the factors already discussed. Prior learning can
proactively interfere Mith the acquisition and retention, of later 'learn -
ing. Failures of list discrimination and,, reductions in the amount of
information encoded about later tasks were shown to be two impprtant fac-
tors in the development of PI. Manipulations which inpreased the differ-

, entiation of material between .Task 1 and. Task 2 often significantly
decreased the' amount of observed PI. It was shown that perceptual-motor
responding exhibitslittle PI, in contrast to verbal material, possibly
because of the greater distinctiveness of motoric responses, In addition,

.

persons seem to encode material on Task 2 more efficiently but also less
completely than Task .1 material.

Utilization of Findings :.
C>

The conclusions and implications of previous research provide a
firm basis'for specific, on-going programs to develop procedures that the
Army can use to enhance the value of training forjob performance.

ix
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,

TRANSFER OP TRAINING: AN INTERPRETIVE REVIEW

INTRODUCTION
LI

.The increasing level 'of complexity in the activitiea and
tasks required ofmilitary personnel in the modern Army necessi-
tates an enhancement in the amount and effectiveness of training
for these tasks. However, this increased, complexity makes it
less likely that training can be on-the-job (OTJ) while still
maintaining efficiehcy and safety. Thus, training will pincieas-
ingly be conducted in settingswhich are different from the job
environment to a greater or lesser extent.

jn,these circumstances, a critical question is the degree to
which training outside of the job environment actually transfers
to the. job itself. That is does training outside of the job
result in job performance levels which are comparable or greater
than those attainable with OTJ training? Transfer of training
can therefore be seen to be an increasingly important consider-
ation. in the delivery of training to iIitaty personnel. Thii
faqt necessitate designing training pr rams wnich will have ef-
fective transfei to thee target job.

In light of these considerationsvgreater awareness of the
training factors which are known to affect transfer is an impor-
tant objective for those involved in delivering training in the
Department. of the Army. A better understanding of the factors
involved in transfer of training .will make it more likely that
new training progiams.will not only cost-effective, but also
contribute to enhanced performance of the Army's mission.

1 13
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re Tradsfer of Training.

'Transfer of training refers to the effect .of initial task training
(i.e., Task 1) on the acquiAittion of a subsequent transfer task (Le.,
Task 2). Three outcomes are possible: Task-1 training-tan either facili
tate (positive transfer), retard Olegative transfer) or have no effect on
the acquisition of Task'2. -

4

.0
In the pest, predictions of transfer effects'On:appaied ,settings have

been based on the resutts of basic research in.leatnitidrerformed within the
frame rk of S-R theories of behavior (e.g., Hull-1921; Osgood, 1949;
Thornd ke, 19).2). This research has provided- a relatively straightforward
account tfansfer base0 primarily on the strength of interference theory
(McGeoch, 1942; Underwood & Postman,' 1960).

o A

4 ,

A ,1

DeSpite the'early interrelatedness beNeen basic and aplilied.research,
there has been an increasing separation betwien basic research.in learning
and its application to" transfer of training issues encountered in applied
settings (cf. Battig, 1978; Deese & Hulse, 1967). This separation is due in
part to the theoretical shift from S-R to informatiop FrOcessing concep7
tualizations of behavior. Thus, current research inteeests are not in
transfer of'training but in the structures and processes involved in the
encoding and retrieval of information during initial task acquisition and
retention. It is reasonable to assume, however; "Chat the laege volume of
recent data has relevance to our understandingvf transfer of-training even
-if this has not been its primary focus. ,

The aim of this paper is .to review stimulus processing concepts'
developed during the fast 'several decades whin appear to offer fresh /,
insight into transfer of training 'results found in basic and applied re-
search. The paper is organized around the effects of four factbrs viewed
as central to the understanding of transfer of training. These (factors.
are: (1) the relationship between retrieval cues and encoded inboimation;'
(2) study-phase retrieval; (Si organizational strategies; an '(4) cdrforth-
ance automatization. In the final section, An analysis of pr6active inter-
ference results will be made which will try to show that certain of thee
information processing factors are possible underlying causes of interfer-
ence phenomena. Each factor is discussed in. a separate section in which
supporting evidence from a variety of sources is provided.

14
2
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Transfer of Training

Encoding. and Retrieval Processes and Transfer

For Task 1 learning to influence Task 2 acquisition, it is essential
for the trainwe to retrieve Task 1 information fran memory while being
,trained on Task 2. The present section will disCuss cuing relationships
established between Tasks 1 and 2 and their influence on the kind and
amount of.transfer obtained. In other words, how does Task 2 information
serve as a retrieval cue for Task 1 material?

At the turn of the century, Thorndike and Woodworth (1901) proposed one
of the first, and most durable, theories, of transfer. They suggested that
transfer from one task to another would occur only if the two tasks
contained identical elements. Retent research on encoding and retrieval
processes'offers new ways of conceptualizing this identical elements view
of transfer.

1.1

Encoding Specificity

4

(.
The encoding specificity principle states that4no cuecan be an effec-

tive aid to an item's retrieval unless it has been encoded with that item
(Tulving, 1976): Thus, retrieval is dependent on reinstatement of the
precise way in which the item was encoded. This principle is assumed to
hold true for all testing procedures such as free recall, cued recall, or
recognition.

For example, 'Thomson and 'Allying (1970) presented to-be-remembered.
(1BR) words in the ccmpany of weak associate cues during acquisition and
then tested recall of the ThR word using a novel *(extralist) strong asto-
elate cue. As one instance, BLACK was a 'TER word encoded with the weak
associate train. A strong associate white was then presented to see if it
would facilitate the recall° of BLACK. It'was found 'that when BLACK Ad
been encoded in the presence of the weak associate train, the strong extra-
list cue white was a less effective retrieval cue for BLACK than the
original weak associate.

It should be noted that encoding specificity hear been supported not
'only with verbal materials but also with motoric responses. A motor
response can be acquired Limier conditions in which one sensory modality
(e.g., vision or proprioception) is relied upon during encoding of the 1ER ,

criterion movement. Diewart and Stelmach (1977) showed that in this case,
reproduction (recall) is most accurate when the same modality, s used at

I

the time of performance. Wallace (1977) showed that the limb used during .

initial training and the direction of movement must also be the same for
optimal retrieval (cf. Lee & Hirota, 1980)..
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Transfer of Training

A

Thus, encoding specificity emphasises both the importance of the
encoding context in determining the conditions under which items can be
retrieved and the necessity of retrieval.' cues direc,ly overlapping the
information encoded initially. The retiieval cuean be a copy of the TBR
it as in recognition, some co-occurring item or same attribute or dimen-
slon of the item.° This last point is important beeaCise it suggests' that
is;is possible to retrieve an item with partial stimulus information.

Researchers have suggested that a .stimulus can be conceptualized as a
"collection of attributes or features (e.g., Smith, Shoben & Rips, 1974;
Underwood, 1969). Different contexts can be viewed as biasing different
features of the same stimulus. Sor example, Barclay, BI:ansford, Franks,
McCerrell, and Nitsch (1974) had subjects learn "IBR words presented in
different sentences which biased their interpretation, e.g., The PIANO was
tuned, or The PIANO was lifted,' suggesting the piano as either a musical .

VisTiumeht=heavy object. 'Recall.%es better when retrieval cues sug-.-
gested features. that were relevant to the specific encoded astecti of the
TBR word as determined by the context. 'Cuesiwhich Suggested other aspects
of the IBR word were less effective.

'Flexser and Iblving (1978) among others have suggested that different
stimulus features vary in their redintegrative capacity. .Redintegration
refers to the capacity of one part of a stimulus canplek bp-re-evoke or cue
the entire complex. A stimdlus feature which can usually re-evoke the
entire stimulus complex can be considered a cue with high redintegrative
capacity while.a feature which has only a low probability of reinstating
the stimulus complex can be considered to have low redintegrative.capacity.
For example, the first letters of words are typically better cues; than are
interior letters Nelson, 1979). The concept of redintegration as applied
here to stimulus, features is important for two reasons: first, it provides
4 basis for the effectiveness of partial information in retrievinpthe TBR
item, and second, it,helps explain why same features'are more effective
than others. Variations in the encoding of TBR material will affect the'
relative salience or importance of the constituent features and this will
in turn affect their redintegrative capacity (cf. Horowitz ,Manelis, 1972).

Hagman.(1978) has provided evidence for different, redintegrative
values in the cues controlling discrete motor performance. Undergraduates
were instructed to learn eithdr a distance or locationfzue while performing
a discrete motor response (moving a wooden eleMent along-,a,moden bar).' The
effects of interpolated movements which variedthese cuing' dimensions on
response recall were consistent with the idea' that the originally instructed
cue had acquired differential importance on cuing the response. Neither
repetition non variation of noninstructed kinesthetit cues had an additionil
effect on recall unlike the significant effect produced by manipplation of
the instructed cue (c(f. Adams, 1971; Russell, 1976). .

4
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Transfer of Training

How do these findingq and concepts 'provide a basis for explaining
transfer of training results in the applied area? The identical elements
approach has generally "focused on the correspondence of the S-R associations
exhibited in Tasks 1 and 2. However, we can provide a somewhat different
perspective by noting the importance of a correspondence between the
retrieval information present in Tasks 1 and 2 for the recovery of task
relevant material during transfer.

The literaturd on cued retrieval suggests that stored information is a
joint function of the way in which the material was originally encoded and
the cues or information available at the'time of retrieval. TO the extent
that the information stored on the first task is encoded in such a way as to
be retrievable with the cues mailable on the transfer task, then %e'should
see positive transfer given similar responses. However, if the encoding of
Task 1 material is idiosyncratic, impoverished or otherwise incompatible
with the retrieval information present in the transfer task, we should see
little or.no positive transfer.

In terms of retrieval,:the -red integrative 'value of the &callable
retrievarinfornation is the critical determinatt of its effectiveness.
Tiansfer should be highest, when the stimulus attributes with the highest
redintegrative capacity are presqnt in TaSk 1 and 2. If a person learns
to make a particular response only ih the presence of specific stimulus
attributes, the-no retrieval of the response frcm inennrY is highly probable
only when thoseattributes are present.. -The experimental literature further
sho%s that the Aimulus environment cannot be considered as a. unitary
structure entering into an association with the verbal or motor response
component. Insteacil certain elements or features of, the stimulus can
carry a disproportionate weight in the formation of such an association.
To the extent that particular cues add little or no redintegrative capacity
to retrieve TM information, they should have minimal effect on transfer.

Cuing Properties of Simulators

,The use of simulators to teach trainees how to operate aircraft and
other equipment has been an area of research based on the identical elements
approach. 'Ior ekample, the airplane simulator is supposed to provide the
kind of environment that would be experienced by a _pilot in an actual
airplane. To the extent that the simulator has a high correspondence (more
identical elements) with the actual equipment, it can be said to possess
high fidelity.

The transfer effectiveness of simulators is well established (e.g.,
Valverde, 1973; Lintern, 1980) and as Gerathewohl (1969) has noted, high
fidelity simulators specifically have demonstrated their value. Unfortu-
nately, high fidelity simulators are expensive to construct and the amount

5
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Transfer of Training

is, usually directly proportional to the degree of fidelity (cf. Adams,

1978). As a result of this, cost, much effort has gone into determining
how much fidelity is needed, how far a simulator can deviate from
the actual equipment and still produce high positive transfer. From our
discussion, we can infer, that simulator fidelity can be based on those
stimulus attributes which have high redintegrative value for the appropriate
response. Those attributes which have lower redintegrative value can be
eliminated to reduce cost without significant loss of transfer.

A consideration of these cuing relationships can help to clarify some
of the inconsistent research findings related .to the degree of fidelity
required for simulator utility which have proved refractory to analysis in
the identical elements approach. Motion has been a cuing dimension found to
exert inconsistent effects on -performance (e.g., Jacobs & Roscoe, 1975;
Caro, 1979). One reason for this inconsistency is that different kinds of
motion (e.g., cockpit motion, rough air simulation, etc.) have different
effects. National Air and Space Administration researchers (Rathert, Creer,
& Sadoff, 1961) found a significant correlation between increased motion
and pilot performance with an unstable or sluggishly responding aircraft.
Jacobs & Roscoe (1975) found that motion cues are not useful in transfer to
aircraft that are easy to fly, however. Wilcoxon, Dayy & Webster (1954)
found no significant differences between groups trained with or without
rough air motion for basic instrument and radio range procedures. Ruocco,
Vitale & Benfari (1965) showed that cockpit motion on a simulated carrier
landing task did improve performance as measured by successful landings,
altitude error, and time outside the flight path. \

GUndry (1977) notes that aircraft motion cues can occur either because
of pilot control (e.g., changes in direction or altitude) or because of
external forces (e.g., turbulence). He has hypothesized that motion cues
may be redundant in the case of pilot- initiated changes not only because
the pilot is already alerted to the change but also because Qircraft are
designed to be as stable and easy to control as possible in normal use. In

such a case, other stimulus information is enough to cue the appropriate
response. Disturbance induced motion cues, on 'the other hand, may be more
essential to pilot response when other cues (e.g.,' visual) are inadequate.

The motion studies mentioned ,above support two basic conclusions
relevant to the current information processing approach. First of all,
positive transfer was not a rigid function of the degree of identical
elements in Tasks 1 and 2. Similar levels of positive transfer were found
despite variations in the level of correspondence between Task 1 and 2.
Secondly, some stimulus attributes of the training environment were more
important to the retrieval of ThR material than were other attributes. The
degree to which a particular stimulus attribute functioned as a retrieval
cue for current responding seemed to depend on the nature of the 'BR mater-
ial and the extent to which other retrieval information was available.

6



Transfer of Training

These results suggest that it is the specific' relationships between
the information available at retrieval and the encoded information which is
crucial to transfer. In this view, it is not fidelity per se that contri-
butes to high positive transfer; rather it is the presende of retrieval
information in Task 2 which has a high redintegrative capacity for the
essential Task 1 material. Low fidelity devices should be effective in
producing transfer as long as they provide the trainee with the essential
cuing relationships between the stimulus attributes of the task envirorinent
and the appropriate responses.

Another point that can .be made is that even when both a low fidelity
and a high fidelity sibulator specify the most essential cuing relation-
ships, the low fidelity Idevice may be more effective because it contains
fewer inessential elemes. The isolation of the most releVant information
should provide trainees with simpler encoding requirements in Task 1, and
increase the probability of the !appropriate acquisition of the 1BRmaterial.
Improper stimulus encoding is likely when trainees are unfamiliar with.the
requirements of Task 1 or 2 and when the TBR material is complex (e.g.,
Ornstein, Nichols, & Flexman, 1954; Caro, 1973) .

It should be noted that decreases 0 simulator fidelity seem most
feasible for tasks that require fixed procedures (e.g., Baker, Cook, Warnick.
& Robinson, 1964; Bernstein & Gonzalez, 1971). For example, Prophet and
Boyd (1970) found that a cockpit mockup made of plywood and photographs was
about as effective as instruction in the aircraft itself on tasks such as
aircraft'pre-Mart -up, start run-up, and shut-down procedures. Grimsley
(1969) reported the results of a simulation study which examined variations
in Task 1 fidelity on operation of the control panel for the Nike-Hercules
guided missile. Low aptitude subjects were trained on either a high fidel-
ity hot panel (physical and functional duplicate), cold panel (physical non-
functioning duplicate) or low fidelity reproduced panel (full size artist's
representation of hot panel). Testing was conducted immediately after
training and also four and six weeks.later. The results showed no sig-
nificant difference in training time, initial Task 2 performance, amount
retained or retraining time as a function of task fidelity.

On the other hand, tasks in which it is. difficult to identify the
specific cues which control responding may require more fidelity in the
training situation. Salvendy and Pilitsis (1980) developed training simula-
tors to teach suturing techniques to medical students.. Three training
methods were used: electromechanical, perceptual, and a combination of
both. A standard instruction (lecture) group was used as controls. The
electromechanical method taught students how to puncture simulated tissue
with the aid of a mechanical device which provided auditory and visual
information on .the correctness of the technique performed. The perceptual
method involved watching filmed performance of both expert surgeons and
inexperienced medical students. The trainee was instructed to analyze the
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student's performance by comparing it' to that of the surgeon's. The third
experimental method was simply a combination of both procedures.

The results showed that the electromechanical and combined electro-
mechanical perceptual groups had the highest transfer performance levels
and were essentially equivalent. The perceptual-only group's performance
was not significantly different with the control group in the number of
good sutures, although instructors 'did rate their performance as somewhat
higher. These results suggest that essential cuing information is provided
by the actual performance of the suturing technique which is difficult to
impart through alternative (lower fidelity) means.

We'can apply the same reasoning to the studies of airplane simulators
which showed significant effects of motion on transfer performance. Simula-
tor motion cues seemed to be most crucial to the successful transfer
on those tasks in which motion provided information as to the correct
response to be performed; information that was not present in the other
stimulus information available to the trainee. Thus, motion cues were
useful on a carrier landing task (Ruocco et al., 1965) but made little
difference on instrument and radio range procedures (Wilcoxon et al., 1954).

Up to now we have considered the effects of Wing relationhips on
positive transfer, however, it is possible for (inappropriate) cuing

ielationships- to exist between Task 1 and 2 which could lead to zero or
negative transfer.--One_such 'example would be when relevant Tack 1 informa-
tion has been encoded aM-retrieved using attributes which are not present
on Task' 2,.e.g., augmented feecAbick-, -Augmented feedback, or the use of
special cues which provide supplementary oi-augmented information concerning
responding, often facilitates Task 1 performance Briggs, 1969;

Michelli, 1966). However, its effect on Task 2 performars-much_more
variable and can produce zero or negative transfer (e.g., Bilodeau, 19-524.-
1969; Welford, 1968). As Welford (1968) .notes, augmented feedback cannot
be expected to increase transfer when the subject comes to rely on it for
performing.the correct response instead of helping the subject to observe
and better use inherent task information that will also be available in
Task 2. These and the other findings discussed previously highlight the
importance of examining and specifying the precise relationthip between
the retrieval information and the encoded materials present on Tasks 1
and 2.

Although we have examined the importance of cuing relationships in
determining transfer through consideration of such phenomena As encoding
specificity, we have not specifically discussed ways of manipulating the
relationship between cues and TBR material which increase the likelihood of
positive transfer. Therefore, we will next consider one line of research
which sheds sane light on this question.

8
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Distinctiveness of the Cuing Relationship

Distinctiveness and Memory. Basic research of encoding and retrieval
processes involved in the initial acquisition of material has highlighted
the importance of the distinctiveness and differentiation of cue-TBR-ibem
associations fran each other. Items differentiated in memory are more
likely to be retrieved given appropriate retrieval information than are
items which are not differentiated (cf. Nelson, 1979)., An *portant point
raised by Eysenck (1979) is that distinctive material may well tend to be
processed better than non-distinctive material.

TO the extent that a particular stimulus contains features which are
unique or infrequent relative to the set of items fran which it has to be
discriminated, a retrieval cue containing those features will contact that
particular item better than the others (cf. Watkins, 1979). Dedreased
distinctiveness, for example, in the form of acoustic similarity between
-letters or words impairs disctimination of suqh items (Nelson & Bowe, 1969)
and words with irregular orthographic patterns are retained better than
words that are orthographically carrion (Hunt & Mitchell, 1978; Zechmeister,
1972).

Stimulus Predifferentiation. One area of transfer research relevant
to the issue of stimulus distinctiveness is .stimulus prediffetentiation
(SP). In SP studies analyzing transfer, individuals are typically either
simply pre-exposed to stimuli used in the training task (e.g., .observation
training) or' are given training emphasizing their distinctiveness (e.g.,
labeling training). During SP (Task 1) training the subject learns'to
differentiate among the task stimuli and it is this knowledge which has to
be transferred to the new task; a typical measure of transfer being the
facility with which the Task 2 responses are associated with these stimuli.
In general, differential responding to different task stimuli would seem to
involve keeping the different stimuli distinct in terms of their response
implications (cf. Ellis, 1973).

Although sane SP transfer research involves motor responding or applied
learning, it should be noted that the majority of studies involve more
conventional laboratory materials and tasks (e.g., verbal or'plictorial
learnin10. Nevertheless, SP as manipulated by labeling training or
observa&onal training have been found to accelerate the acquisition of
both discriminative verbal (Ellis, 1973) and motor responses (Arnoult,
1 7).

NNklkis and Muller (1964) studied SP effects using verbal labels for
random s s. Although observation training yielded superior transfer for
recognition f simpler six-point shapes, distincti*ness pretraining was
superior for -point shapes. It should be noted that a large number

9
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of trials were provided, allowing for the observation group to locate
distinguishing fe4tures without the aid, of explicit, distinctive labels.
Ellis and "Schaffer (1974) showed somewhat similar results in that pre-
differentiation training was more effective with Stimuli consisting of
complex random shapes and letter matrices than it was with CCC' trigrams.
Similar findings have also been obtained with children (Katz & Zigler,
1969). Labeling of similar stimulus pairs was more effective in terms of
transfer with younger rather than older children; the younger children
presumably finding the ,task more difficult. We can, thus, see a general
effect of task difficulty on predifferentiation effectiveness..

Price and Slive (1970) have argued that the principal effect of label
relevance is to increase the probability that the representation formed at
the time of encoding will be matched by the representation given at the
time of retrieval. Nagae (1980) has provided independent evidence that the
verbal labels do possess an effective discriminating function at encoding.
An experiment by Trabasso (1963) highlights the importance of emphasizing
relevant features using a concept learning task. Flower patterns were the
materials used.' Angle of leaf was the relevant dimension and it was
emphasized in different ways in different groups (e.g., exaggerating the
angle, adding color). The experimental groups learned faster than the
control group and transferred use of the'relevant feature to a new, harder
problem.

Significant transfer effects have 'been shown as a. result of stimulus
pretraining with both discrete, discrimination-type (Posner & Keeler 1973)
and continuous perceptual motor tasks (Wood & Gerlach, 1974). In the' latter
study, the focus was on the effects of audiovisual pretraining on a
continuous perceptual motor task used in flight simulation. The pretraining
consisted of the presentation of specific instruments involved in the
criterion task of take-off and controlled climb or descent. Only three
states were allowed for,each instrument in pretraining, thus, permitting
the discrete presentation of the relevant stimuli in the flight task. A
first measure of transfer was level off time. Significant increases in
performance as a result of stimulus training were found late in transfer
task training. A second transfer measure was a combination of two pitch,
error scores. On this measure, significant differences between conditions
were evident only during the early Task 2 trials.

Surma

The importance of the relationships between the retrieval cues avail-
able during Task 2 performance and the material encoded in Task 1 for
transfer of training has been shown variety of experimental and applied

10. 22
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research paradigms. The conditions under which Task 1 information can be
retrieved using cues present in Task 2 are shown to be an important deter-
minant of transfer of training in both verbal and motor learning. Positive
transfer is promoted to the'extent that the cuing relationshijos between
the transfer task and.lask 1 are distinctive and have high redintegrative
value.

These considerations are shown' to be, useful in analyzing applied
research, including the potential effectiveness of simulators for aircraft
and other mechanical equipment in transfer of training. Variations in
simulator 'fidelity to the transfer environment have led to contradictory
and ambiguous results. Analyses of these studies of simulator effectiveness'
support the idea that the fidelity of a simulator to the actual instrument
can be based on these attributes which have high redintegrative, value for
correct reiponses. Those attributes which have lower redintegrative "value
can be modified or eliminated without substantial loss of transfer. Addi-
tionally, the distinctiveness of the cue-IBR-item relationship was shown
to be an important factor in transfer studies utilizing stimulus prediffer-
entiation techniques.

Study Phase Retrieval and Transfer

In the previous section, We examined the situation in which Task 2
retrieval information provided access to the relevant information encoded-
in Task 1. The TBR information was useful in more or.less direct fashion
for transfer task performance. However, in different circumstances, the
information retrieved from Task 1 can be put to other, uses. If it is
compared and integrated with information that is under study, then a higher
order concept or new relation may emerge under appropriate conditions.
This use of retrieved information is usually termed study-phase retrieval,
in which information in a second task acts as a retrieval cue for Task 1
information necessary for a higher order integration of both items or sets
of material (cf. Jacoby, 1974; Hintzman, 1976). It should be noted that
this situation falls within the definition of transfer of training in that.
Task 1 (or item 1)-learning influences the way in which the transfer task
(or item) is learned (cf. Clark, 1978). In the current section, we will be
examining several kinds of transfer phenomena which involve the integration
of information over successive occurrences of related material. First, we
will examine some of the variables influencing the integration of textual
materials. Following this, there will be an extensive analysis of the way
in which stimulus and motor variability in Task 1 training pro Motes transfer
and the connection of these phenomena with the operation of an abstractive
process based on the integratir of information across successive presenta-
tions of IBR material.

11
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Textual Integration

One common use of a study-phase retrieval process is in the prOcessing
of prose materials as.in a textbook. Information from one sentence or
Passage typically has to be compared or integrated with information from a
prior passage. Often, the comprehension of the second passage is dependent
on retrieval. of" the prior encoded material. Thus, the second passage would
need to act as a retrieval cue for that informatiOn. The relationship
between the two passages can be explicit, as in verbatim repetition or
directed reference to the other passage, or it can be implied as With
anaphoric reference or ellipsis. (An example of an anaphor mould be the
ward so in the sentence: ,They are going to lkinch and so are %e.)

Sor example, Jarvella (197 *) asked Subjects to recall!cr recognize
either of the final two sentences of a recorded dialogue. There were
three conditions of textual integration of the, final sentences with
prior material: implicit co-reference, explicit co-reference, and novel
(unrelated) reference. For full sentences, no co-reference led to
significantly worse recall than with either implicit or explicit co-
reference. For some recognition judgments, implicit co-reference produced
the highest retention; however, for minorhparaphraseS, the overt ccor.

reference was best. These results suggest that listeners or readers main-
tain same continuity between successive segments of discourse cr.text. It
is when a current sentence contains primarily new information'and is rela-
tively independent of the, receding sentences that the most forgetting of
the prior information'occurs.

In general, it is the clarity of the reference which is the key factor
in producing comprehension or integration (Carpenter & Just, 1977; Haviland.
& Clark, 1974). For example, Yekovich and Walker (1978) have shown that
more repetition of a ord is of little help in integrating sentences when a
common conceptual representation has not also been identified. A number of
specific variables have been shown to, be important in promoting reference
clarity such as the degree of linguistic correspondence betMeen the cuing
and TBR information (Yekovich, Walker, & Blackman, 1979) and whether or not
related items occur cOnsecutively, in the text (Hayes-Roth & Thorndyke,
1979).

It would be expected that the learning of a second passage containing
referents to previous material would be facilitated to the extent that
such information could be used in Comprehending the transfer material.
Haberlandt and Bingham (1978) showed that certain inferences are activated
by the first sentence in a set of sentences and that subsequent sentences,
are processed faster if their content is consistent with these inferences
(cf. McKoon & Ratcliff, 1980). Royer and Cable (1975) examined the pattern
of subjects' learning involving two passages dealing with scientific mater-
ial (heat and electricity). For the experimental subjects the initial
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passage contained either concrete or abstract referents for difficult
(abstract) material in the transfer passage. Control subjects received on

initial passage unrelated to the transfer material: The subjects in the
concrete-abstract condition recalled significantly more of the transfer
material than did subjects in the abstract-abstract condition or the
control-abstract condition receiving the same second passage. As the
.authors note, such treatment differences are more likely when the transfer
material cannot be easily, related-to existing knowledge..

Study phase retrieval may be a necessary but, not sufficient condition
for positive transfer to a second passage, since'it is the task specific
effects of the study-phase retrieval of encoded information whidh are
important in a particular situation. Campione and Brcmn (1974) showed that
transfer on discrimination problems was affected by the degree to.which.the
training fOrmat on different discrhnination problems fostered integration
of the relevant information (cf. Royer, Perkins, & Donald, 1978; Sullin &
Dooling., 1974).

Stimulus Variability and Transfer

The Effects of Task Variation. One of the most studied training
factors has been the relative effectiveneds of variation or stability of
Task 1 training on Task 2 performance .(e.g., Hunt, Parente, & Ellis, 1974;

Schmidt, 1975). Mere is increasing evidence that an important factor in
the positive transfer often induced by task or item variety in training is
the operation of an abstractive process linked with study phase retrieval.
The retrieval of relevant information during the performance of the differ-
ent training tasks would be used for the purpose of ccmpering and abstract-
ing the existing commonalities or invariant relations which unite them.

The beneficial effects of variety on transfer have been demonstrated
in many different types of tasks such as free recall learning (Ellis,

Parente, & Walker, 1975), serial learning (Baker, Santa, & Gentry, 1977),
motor- ,learning (Schmidt, 1975) and the acquisition of elementary' mathematics

(Burton, tanker & Williams, 1975). Several applied studies have provided
evidence for the same transfer benefits from variable conditions of initial
training. Lovaas and Simons (1969) noted improved transfer of punidhment
treatment for self-destructive behavior in retarded children when punishment
was administered by several individuals as opposed to only one (cf. Wehman,
Abramson, & Norman, 1977). Hagman (in press) examined the effects of
training schedule and equipment variety on -maintenance tasks retention and

transfer (e.g., electrical repairs). Although equipment variety had no
effect on basic retention, it did significantly enhance transfer test
performance when training was given under spaced donditions (i.e.,,one day

rest pauses).-
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These and other studies suggest that transfer is enhanced as a result
of variation in Task 1 conditions although it should be noted that the
degree of learning is an important moderating factor (e.g., Bevan, Dukes,.
Avant, 1966). For example, Morrisett and ,Hovland (1959)' examined atl
individual contributions of degree and variety of Task 1 learning on a
discrimination task. 'The group receiving moderate training and moderate
variety of problems wad`superior to the groups with high, original learning
and low variety and with low original learning and high variety in that
order (cf4Oilbert, Spring, '& Sassenrath, 1977) .

At this point, we have seen that training variability ,is a factor with
14important implications for transfer. The extent to which the effects of
training variability can be ascribed to the integration' and abstraction of
the TBR material over its successive presentations will now be considered.

:Concept Formation or Abstraction. In this section we are interested tn
those trander'studies which examine the way in which subjects integrate
information fram a number of.events to aid abstraction:. and the formation of
simple concepts. Such simple concepts or prototypes are often nonverbal in
nature, consisting of get:metric or other kinds of figures or patterns -which
can, be varied; systematically on particular dimensions.

Posner and Keele (1968) trained subjects to correctly classify fsbur
distortions each of, four unseen dot pattern prototypes. The subjects ,were
then tested on transfer to patterns consisting oLthe prototypes they had
not previou ly seen, old previously learned distortions or control patterns
which were equated 1p,that they had the same mean variation as the original
distortion . In the transfer task, the prototypes were classified into the
correct grOup significantly more often than were any of the equated control
patterns./ Posner and Keele (1970) used the same test but with a delay of a.
melt interposed between stimulus exemplar presentation and the transfer
task. lie previously unseen prototypes were "recognized" at least as well
as the four presented distortions derived from it. .PUrthermore, correct
classification of the prototype showed nolbss over the week while perform
ance on the original patterns suffered significantly. Thus, extraction of
information concerning central tendency takes place during original learning
of the distorted (varied) patterns and is not thereafter mediated by them.
This result suggests that another representation has been formed which
represents the abstracted or prototypical knowledge (cf. Salthouse, 1977).

Hama (1978) used figure drawings of ill-defined forms to further
investigate this abstractive process. Subjects initially classified 18
different patterns into three categories which contained 3, 6, or 9 members.
Following this task, a transfer test was given in which old axemplarst new
exemplars, prototype and random patterns were presented for classifi6ation.
In another experiment, categories were defined in Task 1 bys4, 8, 16, or 32
exemplars, followed by,a transfer test which contained unrelated and neW

ft
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patter is based on the categories at each of six distortion levels. In both,

experiments, prior training on numerous different exemplars enhanced trans-
fer compared with training with a few exemplaks.

The importance of variability has also been emphasized in the context
of verbal learning (e.g., Martin, 1972; Battig, 1978) although there has
teen conceptual "disagreement as -to the basis for its effectiveness in
prom6ting,retention. and transfer. Cne viewpoint is that variable encoding
can improve retention and transfer because it provides, more different ways
in which to retrieve the 1BR material (Madigan, 1969; Bower, 1972). This
account minimizes the hmpoibance of an abstractive process involving study-
phase retrieval of prior related material and emphasizes the role of
multiple, independent representations of the TBR. material,

More recent theoryand data,however, have provided support for an
interpretation more consistent with the findings°-fram the non-verbal
prototype studies:cotisidered above. ,.The importance of the integration of
information across successive variable presf..ntations has been demonstrated-
by a number of studies of verbal retention. Johnson and Ohl (1976) showed
that repeated items which were recognized as having been presented twice,
and therefore .endod0 on the second presentation with' reference to the
first encoding, were recalled better than those not recognized on the second
presentation (cf. Belleza, Winkler, & Andrasik, 1976). A number of studies
indicate that variations in the encoding context contribute to retention or
inferdntial reasoning if the different information is all grouped within a
common functional representation' (e.g., tibe5er, 1976; Young' & Belleza,
1982).,

Nitsch (1977) examined the extent to which different encoding contexts
can contribute to positive transfer in verbal concept learning. Novel
verbal concepts (e,g., mings-to gang up on.suneone) were defined by examples
that either were derived from one context or a number of varied contexts.
Although Task 1 learning was better in the condition using examples from
one context, transfer performance to new examples of the concepts' in- a
different context than previously encountered was better after varied
context training.

r.

Battig (1978) has argued that increased contextual interference
(variability) during learning of IBRmaterial can lead to inproved retention
or transfer, particularly when subjects are tested under changed conditions.
Such interference would make irrelevant contextual information, whimh.,cannot
be functionally grouped into a common representatiou, less likely to be
retrieved along with the TBR item. Thus, the TBR item becomes abstracted
or decontextualized. One way of producing interference between irrelevant
contextual attributes would be to increase the variability of an item's
contextual presentation; the stable attributes would gain associative
strength relative to those attributes which are constantly being varied.

3.5 2 7
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For example, Hiew (1977) reported. improved retention and transfer in verbal

rule-learning followpg training under, variable contextual, conditions.

These studies support the idea that subjects, when -sensitive to the
occurrence of related or similar 1BR material across. different presenta-
tions, can integrate new material with that already in memory into a ccomon

representation. Stimulus variability aids transfer by, exerting an effect

on this process in two ways: it provides a means by which the subject can
distinguish relevant frop irrelevant attributes (abstraction) and enhances
the podbability that additional relevant attributes will be encoded into
the functional representation of the IBR item. The integration of the, new

material with that already in memory would necessitate some form of a study
phase retrieval prodess.

Motor Variability and Transfer

The Effects of Task Variation. Variation of the exemplars or tasks
used to provide motoric training displays transfer effects similar to those

seen with verbal or cognitive tasks (e.g., McCracken & Stelmach, 1977). It

has been argued that motor schemata (prototypes) are best formed through
variable practice (e.g., Schmidt, 1975), although we should qualify this

Statement by noting that abstraction will cccur only to the extent that
such variability does not preclude invariances in the stimulus or motoric
parameters (cf. Zelaznik, Shapiro, & Newell, 1978)..

Variable practice has been shown to produce increased transfer in

situations outside the normal range of practice (Newell & Shapiro, 1976)
and to more persistent transfer performance on tasks within the range of

original practice (Williams &.Rodney, 1978). Moxley (1974) showed similar
effects using a complex motor task with children as subjects. Wrisberg and

Ragsdale (1979) showed that high variability of the stimulus conditions
cuing the performance of a discrete button press response reduced error
scores relative to low variability training.

In a study by Shea and Morgan (1979) Task 1 training conducted under

variable contextual conditions showed increased transfer to a second task.

The largest transfer efosct was found on the transfer task of greatest
complexity. However, it stotIld = be ?noted that while transfer was improved,

initial acquisition of tld first 'task was impaired by high contextual
variability conditions (cf. Dunham, 1977). These results mirror those
found in verbal learning (e.g., Nitsch, 1977).

There is broad evidence that variability of motor practice on Task 1

is beneficial ie\the trainee is acquiring a motor skill performed in a
relatively stable environment (e.g., throwing objects at fixed targets).
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4),

This type of task has been termed a closed skill by Poult0

Typically, studies of this kind have either varied spatial 000
the task such as target location (Husek & Reeve, 1979;'Kelso
1978), position of the trainee with respect to a awl barge
1 79), movement velocity (McCracken & Stelmach, 1977), or mcvi

(Newell & Shapiro, 1976).

),
?fel '6f*"

Norman,
(Moxley,
nt time

Leds evidence is available on the effects of varied practice on open
skill acquisition and transfer in which the response must be changed accord
ing to the particular mcmentary. circumstances (e.g., throwing at a moving
target). The Wrisberg and Ragsdale study did show that training with varied f
stimulus velocities facilitated transfer to a situation with a new response

condition. However, response variability per se was not manipulated.

Discove A discrete area of perceptual motor
researchomthi-effe6ti-tiaietiti4-variability has been the investigation,4.-`

of the'relative effectiveness of guidance versus discovery training. Under

a guidance learning procedure, trainees are shown or told the correct
response in a given situation. In contrast, 'a discovery learning procedure

encourages trainees to self-discover the correct response by way of a trial

and error process.

In general, guidance has been reported to be either as effective
(Frather and Berry, 1970) ca. more effective (Singer and Gaines, 1975; Singer

and Pease, 1976) than discovery training in pranoting Task 1 learning.
Transfer results, however, have not been as straightforward. Etc example,

sane researchers have found that transfer bask performance after guidance
training is either equal to (Bilodeau and Bilodeau, 1958; Holding, 1959) or

greater than, it is after disdcvc7y training (MacRae and Holding, 1965,

1966) and that this superiority increases as the transfer task becomes more
complex (Holding and MacRae, 1966). In contrast, other researchers have
found that transfer is better after discovery training than after guidance
training (e.g., Prather, 1971; Singer & Gaines, 1975; Singer & Pease, 1976).

The relative effects of guidance and discovery training appear to be a
function of whether or not subjects experience alternative movements (i.e.,
variability) during training. Usually, under guidance training only, the to-

be- learned movement is performed. This lack of experiencing alternative
responses promotes learning by eliminating errors and increasing the

performance of the TBR movement (Adams & Dijkstra, 1466; Prather, 'Berry, &

Bermudez, 1972). By practicing the correct response subjects develpp atr-4
accurate memorial representation of the 'IBR movement. However, when a new

response is tip be performed, such learning may not transfer readily to the

new situation.

Annett (1959) has argued that practicing only the correct response
detracts from the subject's ability to discriminate it from among similar

alternatives. This inability to discriminate one response from 'Mother.

17
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impedes transfer task learning. In support of this notion, MacRae and
Holding (1965) have shown that subjects who perform guided alternative
movements during training show improved final task performance compered
with subjects who were only trained on the single, to-be-learned movement.
Thus, better transfer from discovery learning methods may be due to the
alternative movements performed during the training task. Even in one of
the studies.. cited previously to reveal the benefits of guidance on transfer
(Bilodeau_and Bilodeau, 1958), subjects were able to experience a limited
degree of alternative movements during guidanoatraining. This experience
may have caused the effective tran°sfer. Thus, as suggested by Holding
(1965), it appears as though knowledge of the correct response is incom-
paete if there is no opportunity to define it against similar incorrect
alternatives.

4
1.1111...

The relationship of this line of research to both the abstractive
process and the encoding specificity studies would seearto be a promising
area to investigate. Guidance training essentially relies on the corres-
pondence of the encoded Task 1 information with particular retrftval cues
that are expected to be present in the transfer task. This method is
successful to the extent that the expected retrieval conditions can be
presumed to be consistently in effect in the transfer' task. Similar effects
have been shown in the encoding specificity studies in which items encoded
with respectrto one particular cue becane more difficult to retrieve when
that cue is not present, at the time of retrieval.

With more complex transfer conditions, the discovery method may be
more likely to lead to positive transfer if it pranotes the abstraction
of the most task relevant information through the variations in initial
training oonditions ,(whether subject or experimenter generated). The
operation of abstractive processes in the integration bid successive
experiences may play acritical role because errors help define the critical
dimensions of successful performance in situations in which these elements
are not easily specified to the trainee. In addition, if the information
that will be present in the transfer task cannot be precisely specified
there can be value in learning what information can safely be.ignored. In
other words, contextual variability in training insulates transfer perform-
ance from the negative effects of irrelevant contextual change between
Task 1 and 2.

Summary

The integration of information across successive instances of related
information presentation through study phase retrieval seems to be a criti-
cal process in increasing positive transfer to novel tasks and information.
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The juxtaposition of different events can result in the formation of higher
order concepts, as ,in textual prose comprehension, or can facilitate the
abstraction of critical dimensions of task performance and stimulus recog-

' nition. This process can be accomplished through the appropriate variation
in initial training used to define the critical dimensions. The process
seems to be applicable to both verbal and motor transfer as manifested by
the effects of variability of practice, on later performance in transfer.
It was also shown to be useful in understanding the relative effectiveness
of guidance versus discovery training.

Organizational Strategies and Transfer

The discussion of abstractive processes, and information integration
contained in the previous section provides a natural introduction to the
preserit topic which concerns the effect of organizational strategies on
transfer of training (cf. Tulving and Donaldson, 1972). To -4146 extent that

previous learning provides a framework for the categorization interpre-
tation of new material, then transfer should be facilitated. As we shall
see, organizational variables can be a powerful.influence on the learning
of new but related tasks; however, the effect is not inevitably positive.
If the transfer task does not meet the organizational criteria that were
previously established, then negative transfer can occur.

Organization and Learning

It has long been noted that short-termaemory (STM) places limitations
on the information processing capacity of an individual at any given time.
Techniques that an pack extra information or increase the retrieval
efficiency of items processed through"STM should increase the total amount
of information that can be processed in usable form (Miller, 1956; Watkins,
1979). Ebr example, the appropriate organization of items containing sane
common attribute should, reduce the number of retrieval cues needed to make
contact with the traces, if they are encoded so that the cannon feature is
made salient.

Empirical evidence for the connection between organizational strategies
and increased recall of word or number lists has been available for sane
time (e.g., Bousfield, 1953; Cohen, 1965; Birnbaum, 1975), at least where
clear and distinct categorical relationships exist between the target items.
Organization seems to exert its effect through the linking of multiple items
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to higher order control elements or categories. However, the categories
themselves are treated as any other item in memory would be (Cohen 1963;
Tulving & Pearlstone, 1966).

The same kind of organizational effects can be seen with prose passages
as well as word lists. Buschke and Schaier (1979) showed that text-based
story recall involved the retrieval of distinct memory units which are
clustered together. 7b, recall units correspond with the propositional
units of the story and the organization of recall corresponds to the
propositional structure. Thus, story recall involves the recall' of Pro-
positional units organized by a story schema (cf. Thorndyke, 1977). Thus,
there seem to be parallels in the organizational strategies used with prose
materials with that of word lists, indicating their general mnemonic util-
ity. One other indication of this generality is the apparent equivalence
of instructions to organize materials and instructions to recall (handler,
1967).

Schemata and Transfer

Schemata are generally defined as integrated sets Of procedural and
content knowledges concerning a partidular domain which guide the encoding
of new information and enhance its retention. The concept of the schema
and its use in processing new information has' been proposed by a large
number of researchers (e.g., Anderson, Kline, & Beasley, 1979; Bobrow &
Norman, 1975). :In a real sense, the use of schemata or-other organizational
strategies can often be regarded as a transfer variable even when Task 1
learning is considered, since typically the schema or organizational
framework has already been acquired before its-effect is measured on Task 1.

Positive Effects. As we would expect fram the studies of organiza-
tional-strategies considered in the previous section, the use of schemata
can enhance positive transfer to the acquisition of new, but, relevant
information (cf. Prase, 1975). A study by Chiesi, Spilich, & Voss (1979)
provides a good example, of the facilitated learning of dcinain relevant
'information associated with the use of an appropriate schema. Subjects
with different levels of baseball knowledge were given passages of dcmain
relevant information and then tested on retention of the new. information.
High-knowledge subjects had a higher probability of recognizing the TBR
material, particularly when such information was important in terms of
their otheidcmain-relevant knowledge. In addition, these subjects needed
less contextual information to make correct recognition judgments than did
low-knowledge subjects and were superior at recalling event sequences.
This latter effect was due to their greater capacity to relate successive
segnents of input information.
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Studies of expert chess players have shown that they possess 'a high
capacity to retain novel arrangements of chess pieces on the chessboard
that are consistent with the general requirements of sound play. However,
their memory for ra9dom arrangements of the chess. pieces is no better than
the non-expert subjact (Chase and Simon, 1973). These studies suggest a
close connection, incidentally, between the usefulness of a schema in a
particular situation and its capacity to aid study phase retrieval of
relevant inforMation while new information is being processed.

one line of .msearch into this question has been the examination of
the effects of advance organizers, pre questions, and other organizational
aids in the learning of new educational material. The purpose of these
various procedures is to provide the trainee.with-a schema which can be
used to facilitate. the integration. and comprehension of the material.
Advance organizers provtde abstract higher order information relative to
the passages to be learned (cf. Ausubel and Fitzgerald, 1962; Ausubel,
1977). The objective is to permit the hierarchical organization of less
inclusive concepts and information encountered in the text under appropriate
super-ordinate concepts.

For example Mayer and Bramage (1980) had, subjects read a text concern-
ing ,a new computer programming language. One group was provided with an
advance organizer passage which provided a higher level framework for
interpreting the new material while another group was given the organizer
after reading the text. The advance' organizer group-demonstrated higher
recall of conceptual idea units and made more novel inferences. The aftei
group did score higher on the recall of technical idea units h r.

Similar results have, been ,reported using television instruction (N ent,
Tipton & Brooks, 1980) or oral instruction. (Alexander, Frankieflicz &

Williams, 1972).

Negative findings concerning the usefulness of advance organizers have
also been reported (e.g., Graber, Means, & Johnston, 1972). This is not
particularly surprising given the complexity of the relation between
schemata which are essentially as novel to the subject at the time of
their presentation as the target material itself. In real-life situations,
schemata would more generally be built up over a relatively extended period
of experience with a particular domain of material.

NtetiTtintgts. Although schemas have been shown to facilitate
acquisition of new material in a variety of. situations, such positive
transfer is not invariable. With respect to the organizational strategies
discussed in the previous section, one consistent finding has been that
while information consistent with the schema does show facilitated learning,
incidental- or schema - incongruent material is actually learned less well
than it would be in the absence of the schema. For example, tee-Lucas and
DiVesta (19.80) examined subjects' acquisition of textual material presented
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in different contexts, i.e., with topic sentences, headings, related
sentences or unrelated sentences. Subjects either generated these contexts
or had them provided. The organization. of the materials, particularly when
generatel by the subject, resulted in organization-relevant information
being learned well, but at the expense of incidental information. The
presentation of cues or instructional objectives ilas the same bffect
relevant versus incidental (or cue-irrelevant) learning (Nothkopb & Koetherf
1978; Frase & Kreitzberg, 1975).

Interestingly, research on the transfer of problem solving behavior
show similar effects,when the problems are organized to promote"a*particu-
lar problem solving method. Sor example, facilitated learning can occur
when subjects are given a series of related problems of graded difficulty
proceeding fran simple to canpiex (Sweller, 1976). However, a deficit in
problem solving termed "Einstelling" (failure to appropriately change a
mental set or schema) can occur when a simple but different problem is
substituted For the last of a series of related problems. and Gee
(1978) shcmed that such 'negative transfer could be abolished by providing
the subject with a Clear change in the perceptual cues between the last
different problem and the previous problems. In other words, the subject
is alerted, that the' schema that has been used may no longer be appropriate
(cf. Weisberg, DiCamillo, & Phillips, 1978).

Motor Schemata

Schema concepts have been applied to motoric behavior as well as to
verbal-symbolic materials although the definition of the term necessarily
is somewhat different in certain 'details (e.g., Schmidt/ .1975; Newell- &
Shapiro, 1976; Pew, 1q74)1. Motor schemata 'refer to a class of actions and
the abstract prototype increment of that class which supplies the essential
response invariants to each action, within the ClasS. According' to. Schmidt
(1975) the schema contains information about the initial conditions, re-
sponse specifications, response outcome, and sensory consequences of the
movement.

Evidence for generalized motoric patterns has been obtained with a
number of different types of. movements. Shapiro, Zernicke, Gregor, & Dostel
(1981) reported that walking behavior displays a numb& of invariant
elements fran instance' to instance,,particularly in the relative timing of
particular movements. Similar invariant timing relationships have been
found in typing (Terzuolo & 11079) and lever rotation (Shapiro,
1976). For example, in typing, the l'native timing between letters in a
word is constant for professional typists, regardless of the context of
the word and the speed with which the word is typed (cf. TUrvey, 1977).
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Zelaznik, Shapiro, and Newell (1978) provided evidence that subjects
develop a ruler relating sensory consequence to outcome which is then used\to
generate a reference for correct performance. For example, if subjectS\
generate a motor recognition schema. rather than ,simply storing all feedback "

lytraces separately, then the subjects receiving varied relevant experience
should have better transfer performance than those receiving constant
experience. In Task. 1, subjects -experienced movement produced auditory
feedback by liitening to the taped sound of a rapid tilling task, in which
rods were moved on a linear trackway. Then, they were were tested on
transfer to the actual timing task. The tran6fer results shoued that

-subjects who received listening experience with the criterion movement time
did not exhibit lower error scores than did subjects who received a narrow
or wide range of listening experience without ever hearIng the criterion
movement time. In additibn, performance deteriorated over trials with the
constant experience group while the variable groups maintained their
performance throughout the trials (cf. Kelso & Norman, 1977; McCracken &
Stelmach, 1977).

Livesey and ,Laszlo (1979),, in studying discrete tracking tasks, have
suggested that the strategy adopted in the first task is important to the
degree of transfer obtained. This point is relevant to the, observation
that organization or schemata facilitate transfer on congruent tasks but
retard such performance on incongruent tasks. Fumato (1981) gave experi-
mental groups two tracking tasks, one of which involved far and near move-.

ments at short regular intervals while the other' involved such movements
at irregular, longer intervals of practice. Positive transfer was observed
from the irregular to the regular conditions but not vice versa because.
the strategy used for the regular task could not be applied to the irregular
task. This was not the case in the irregular to the regular condition.

Part-Whole-Transfer

In this Section we will consider the impact of organizational variables
on part whole transfer. As we found previously with cother paradigms,

organization can have positive or negative effects on part-whole transfer.
Incompatible organization between' the initial part learning (Task 1) and
the whole task (Task 2) can lead to negative transfer while compatible
organization promotes transfer.

Tasks themselves can be said to be organized if/their parts blend
together into an integrated whole 'such as in simulated flyingof an aircraft
or aiming a rifle. A-task is called unorganized when its parts constitute
self-contained independent subdivisions such as in maintenance tasks.

Naylor and Briggs (1963) showed that when a task is ighly ctganized, any
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attempt to divide it up into parts tends to destroy the continuity of
individual actions and therefore part training can result in negative
transfer to. the whole task. For an unorganized task in which parts are
independent, this is not a problem; at least when task difficulty is
sufficient to justify training one part at a time (Briggs & Waters, 1958:'
Singer, 1975).

In general, tasks With low levels of difficulty show a corresponding
benefit in whole as opposed to part -training, Presumably because the
organization of the task into Wm coherentiwnit is typically made easier
in such circumstances. PerhapS' for the'same .underlying reason, ad,Ilts who
are more intelligent and have more task-related experience often show more
transfer after whole than part training (McGuigan and Waslin,,1955). In
addition as training continues, whpie practice is increasingly likely to
result in positive transfer (Naylor, 1962).

The influence of organization in part-whole transfer has been examined
more analytically in verbal learning (e.g., Sternberg and Tulving, 1974).
TypiCally, such studies have employed successive word lists which subjects
have to free recall. The experimental group learns two lists of words in
which the-second contains same items fran the first list randcmly mixed in
with the new items. The-control group learns two, unrelated lists. Tulving*
(1966) found that althoUgh the experimental group recalled more items :on
the initial trials of List 2 learning, the control group eventually sur-
passed their. Intuitively, it would be expected that if subjects have
already learned half the words of the whole list during List 1 learning,
then learning the whole list should be easier than if new'ssords from the ,

whole edlist were learned in List 1. Tulving argued that subjects.group
wordt into subjective organizational units during. List 1 learning and that
these units may not have been applicable to the whole second list. The
reor.anizational process requires added time and offsets any individual
advantage due to the prior learning of specific %bole-list words during
part-list training (cf. Bower and Leagold, 1969).

More recent research has shown that the magnitude of the negative
transfer can be affected by \manipulations which tend to make part-list
organization either more or less compatible with the wVole list. For
example, informing the subjects 4 the relationships between part and whole
lists (Novinski, 1972; Petrich, 1973), using blocked rather than random
presentation of part list -itmns during whole fist (List 2)-.1earning
(Ornstein, 1970) and simultaneous rat er than successive part and whole
list item presentation (Elmes et al., 1 2) all decrease negative transfer.
Presumably each procedure allows subject to maintain or create ccmpatible
interlist organizations. On the other ha , the probability of negative
transfer increases as degree of part-task, learning increases (Elmes,
Greener, & Wilkinson, 1972).
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Schulze and Gorfein (1976).showed that negative transfer is produced
when the subject attempts to include new items into the old organization.
When the subject organizes the whole list into separate parts corresponding
to old and new items, then positive transfer occurs. It is highly possible

that one of the subjects' diffidulties lies in discriminating old from new
terms (Schwartz and Wmphreys, 1973). This may particularly be the'case
wheh material is presented in cumulative fashion and there.is, limited
opportunity to organize the pert-list material (Rundus, 1978).

In essence, the results of verbal part-whcle transfer research ithow

that interference between organizational structures developed during
successive part-whole list, learning leads to negative transfer. %ten
interference occurs, whole task learning is-more effective than part task
learning. If interference is prevented, part task learning-can be as
effective Or even more effective than whole task, learning. These findings
may be a reflection of the general tendency. of organization to promote the
acquisition of information congruent with the schema being used And retard
the acquisition of irrelevant or incongruent information that b(we saw with

the use of advance organizers and other-such procedures.

Summary

Organizational processes are powerful aids to the learning of new
information to the extent that the transfer task can be related effectively
to the organizational plan or `"schema in use. A schema can be regarded as a
set of procedural and content knowledges concerning a particular domain of

material. Schemata can facilitate both verbal and motoric learning. The

use of schemata produces several negative effebts on transfer.learning.
Schema-irrelevant or incongruent information will often be :earned less

well than if no schema were being used. In addition, transfer material
which requires a different schema than the one used on Task 1 will often
lead to negative transfer because the subject will spend time trying to fit
the new information into an inappropriate schema or try to modify the old
schema to fit the new material.

Automatization of Performance and. Transfer

In this section wa will examine some of the properties of automatized
encoding and responding and their implications for transfer performance.
One of the most common findings in-the training literature is that increased
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Characteristics of Autanatize Processing

Develos nt of Automat'zation. Automatized processing seems to de-
velop only under particu a co itiong.' Increasing practice or stimulus
familiarity is, a necessary but not sufficient condition bor'automatization
to develop. It is critic that there also be consistency of practice or
stimulus presentation (ScMeider and Fisk, 1982) . Sor example, in visual
search experiments in which the subject must look for particular items
(targets) in an array nor field of irrelevant stimuli,, large increases in
performance speed are found when the same targets are used consistently
over different trials (e.g., Neisser, 1963; Logan, 1979). The occurrence
of parallel search and processing of stimuli by subjects is indicated by
the findings that set size functions (i.e., the number of targets and the
time it takes to find them) tend toward zero as practice becomes extended.
Cn the other hand, if the ,targets are changed from trial to trial, then
autanatized encoding dos not seem to develop even after 'prolonged practice
(Kristofferson, 1972).
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f Fisk and Schneider (1981) showed that both qualitative and quantitative . 11

differences existed in stimulus processing in consistent as opposed to , 4

variable stimulus search conditions. Under vijilance'conditiOns, variable

target search was characterized by serial, and effortful processing while

consistent target search was parallel am easy in the sense that it did not

overly tax the resources of working memory. Stimulus detection sensitivi-

ties dropped significantly under consistent but not under variable search

conditions
1

In a recent experiment, Salthouse and Somberg (1982) have shown that

while the initially most difficult processing conditions show the greatest

improvement in redponde t' es, such gains in respondirg can also be seen in

simple tasks Qf signal detection or visual discrimination. As the authors

note, these findings indicate that increases in skill can occur even with

very basic intonation processing activities. Thus, skill acquisition

cannot be ascribed entirely to indirect factors such as improVements in the

coordination or timing of such element's in the overall task.

Automatization and Changes ih Cde Utilization. One consistent finding

in the literature concerning the effects of .extended practice is that

changes in the subject's utilization of various cues controlling responding

typically occur over the course of training, For example', in perceptual-

motor tasks such as tracking, subjects typically rely heavily on visual

cues during initial'training. As training progresses, however, more use is

made of proprioceptive and other internal cues (Fleishman and Mich, 1963).

Trunbo, Ulrich, & Noble (1965) showed that more specific visual cuing
enhanced initial learning on a pursuit tracking task but had little effect

on the final levels of criterion performance or on delayed (30-day) reten -,

tion (cf. Johnson, 1981).

Such changes in the cues which control responding or stimulus proces-

sing presumably occur: in the direction of stimulus attributes which are

more useful (i.e., more distinctive and -correlated) in 'identifying the

stimulus or directing thp response to occur. Kessel and Wickens (1982)

showed that monitors, of automatic pursuit displays who had prior experience

relied upon different perceptual cues in making signal detection responses

canpared with naive subjects. Koonce (1974) showed that motion cues in

simulators were more important to experienced pllctd' performance although

they did not enhance transfer from the simulator to the aircraft. This

effect is probably due to the greater correspondence of the simulator motion

cues to the cues pilots use or are familiar with in actually flying the

aircraft. Thus, their absence in the simulator can lead to some performance

deficits since the, pilot must make use of less favored cues. In addition,

if'we follow the logic of encoding specificity, there will be a less precise

match between the encoded characteristics of the memory trace and the

available retrieval information.
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Christina and Anson (1981) showed that progressively less stimulus
feedback fran visual or kinaesthetic cues is used as practice is extended'
fox response movements which can be performed on other bases. Visual feed-
back had a positive effect on learning to initiate a positioning. response'
onfyiduring initial acquisition. The subject in this situation could _rely
on a particular motor programor schema. Houtver, with a respqnse involving
movement, extent which was, less susceptible to control by a motor sdhema,'
visual feedback exerted a positive influence on both early and upte pdriods
of initial acquisition as well as during transfer (cf. Adams, Gopher, &
Lintern, 1977). ,

As these studies indicate,, changes in cue utilization occur over. the.
course of extended practice which can affect transfer under the appropriate
circumstances. To the extent that the subject in Task 1 attends more
strongly to.the most fe/nctional stimulus information, transfer should b
enhanced to other tasks in which responding can also be controlled by
these cues.. In addition, the control of responding through the use Of
proprioceptive or other internal cues would seem to insulate the subject in
many situations' from variations in the stimulus conditions in which the
behavior must be performed.

Stimulus Specificity of Transfer with Automatized Processing

In the previous section we saw how extended practice;ingappropilate.
situations could result in changes in cue utilization from exteroceptive to
internal sets,of cues to control responding. Nevertheless? in many cases,
automatized performance still is controlled by the occurrence of specific
exteroceptive stimulus information. Thus, the question, arises as to the
degree to which transfer of automatized training is specific'to the stimuli
trained in Task 1. Actually, the weight of evidence seems to indicate
that.the generalizibility of autanatized training is somewhat narrower
than are other types of Task 1 training.

Schneider and Fisk .(Note 1) showed high transfer of automatized
processing to stimuli in the same class as the original-stimuli. Subjects
were trained under consistent conditions to detect words from a particular
category such as colors. After extended training, subjects were presented
with novel words from the same category and showed high (92%) transfer thin,.
the old to the new words (Cf. Ross, 1970; Schaffer .and LaBerge, 1979).

Nevertheless, the similarities between the original and the transfer
task must be substantial, at least on those dimensions that have became
automatized, for such positive transfer to be demonstrated. Slight changes
in the processing conditions during dual task performance, on which one or
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both components have been automatized, for example, typically disrupts such

performance initially (Schneider, 1982; DOgan, 1979). Eberts and Schneider

(1980) had subjects detect a sequence of three discrete movements of a line

segment. Although automatic processing develcped after consistent training

to a particular sequence, when the pattern was spatially rotated, the degree

of transfer was no greater than after variable training, which does not

produce autanatized encoding. -

There is contradictory evidence on whether automatized processing can

be maintained to one component on the transfer task if other components are

different fram Task 1. For example, conjunction searches, in which a
subject must search for a stimulus with two particular attributes (e.g., a

red triangle or a green square) do not seem to be automatized to the same

degree as searches for stimuli with a single critical dimension (Weisman

and Gelade, 1980). On the other hand, Schneider and Fisk (in .press) have

shown that automatized processing can occur to task components that have

consistent requirements even if there are other task components that are

not consistent. In general, there seems to be at least an initial deficit

in performance even with small changes in the transfer task.

Interestingly, the transfer deficits to different stimuli became

greater when stimulus trainiag is extended in Task 1 (Salthouse & Samberg,-

1982). This effect suggests that automatized encoding can lead to reduced

generalization and positive transfer if extended too long. The automatized

processing becomes stimulus-specific to such an extent that alOost any

stimulus change results in the disruption of such processing (cf. Gral-oi,

1971;,Heimer & Tatz, 1966).

The stimulus specificity of automatized processing can also create more

subtle deficits in transfer. Eriksen and Eriksen (1974) showed that reac-

tion times were slowed when irrelevant flanking stimuli were present that

were similar to the autanatized stimuli even though consistent training

occurred only "with the latter. The subjects mule. not stop processing the

irrelevant stimuli even when instructed to do so. Shiffrin and Schneider

(1977) also found that subjects were unable to stop processing consistently

trained stimuli although they were able to do so -with variably-trained

,stimuli. In other words, once stimuli or responses become automatized it

may be difficult (although not necessarily impossible) to inhibit such

processing or_responding when conditions chanc. (cf. Eriksen and Schultz,

1979).

Friedman (1978') presented subjects with . :get pictures containing

objects which the subject expected or didn't ocpc,:t to be represented. The

subjects had to discriminate the pictures from difficult distractor pic-

tures. Automatized encoding did seem to occur with the expected objects

which were apparently processed on the basis of global physical features.

Cn the other hand, unexpected objects el:eAted more controlled processing;
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for example, fixations to unexpected objects were roughly twice as long as
to the expected objects. The automatized encoding of expected objects had
the' negative effect of leading to less detection of missing expected Cajects
or cases in which one expected object 'was replaced with another expected
object,. Friedman noted that two events which constitute the, same class to
the subject may be indistinguishable in automatic encoding (cf. Kolers,
1975).

These findings suggest that the automatization of processing is
characterized by a reduction in the amount of information processed about agiven stimulus. Presumably, only those attributes which are most highly
correlated with the stimulus are processed. However, if other stimuli are
presented,which share these attributes but differ on others, there may be a
failure to note the change because of the more superficial stimulus analysis
which the subject is performing.. In other words, there' is inappropriate
transfer from Task 1 training.

In the next two sections, we will examine the implications that
automatized processing holds for two other types of transfer phenomena.
First, we will analyze the influence of relative task difficulty on transfer
between related tasks; and second, we will take a look at time sharing or
dual task performance.

Task Difficulty and Transfer

Transfer between easy and difficult versions of particular tasks is
often asymmetric; that is, more positive transfer will be found from one
training sequence (easy-difficult or difficult-easy) than from the other.
It has been suggested that asymmetrical transfer occurs wheh same aspects
of a t&ak are learned more easily at a particular difficulty level than are
other aspects (Leonard, Kormes, Oxendine, & Hesson, 1970).

The way in which a particular task is difficult to perform may be the
crucial factor in determining the form and direction of the asymmetrical
transfer. In this regard, the concept of changes in cue utilization by the
subject as training progresses may provide some insight into these transfer
phenomena. Difficult tasks which force the subject during practice to make
use of more efficient and relevant cues can act to increase transfer to
easier tasks which permit less efficient cue utilization. On the other
hand, difficult tasks which simply are beyond the information processing
capacities of the subject at the time of acquisition will have no such
effect on transfer. In the latter case, more transfer should be seen from
an easy to difficult training sequence.
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For example, in cross-modal transfer studies, greater transfer from
the more difficult task to the easier task is generally found (Von Wright,

1970). Butter (1979) trained 30 boys in a scanning strategy on the (visual)
Matching Familiar Figures Test and on the Haptic Matching Test. The latter

test is generally considered to be more difficult (Wolfgang, .1971).
Subjects who were visually trained exhibited decreased errors only on the
Familiar Figures Test and actually showed increased latencies on both

tasks. However, haptically trained subjects showed decreased errors on
both, tasks.

This is not a uniform effect in other situations, however.-. swell

and Irian (1975) studied transfer along a difficulty dimension-, sing a
rotary pursuit task. More transfer was shown in the training sequence in
which training was given at 55 RPM and the final test was at 60 RPM than

vice versa. The authors note that the optimal training speed is one that
is slightly.lower than the test speed because relatively less is learned at

the faster speed.

This latter observation is a key point. As*Miller (1972) notes, in
many tracking tasks there is positive transfer from lower to higher order

systems but not vice versa. In lower order systems the person directly
moves the indicator while in higher order systems the effect, of control

movements is on rate or acceleration. In such systems, the effects of
movements are not immediately apparent. The difficult higher order systems,

if encountered too early, may simply remove the person from the learning
condition. In other words, the subject is not able to process the necessary

information in any kind of usable form (cf. Cote & Schaefer, 1981).

In the cross-modal studies, however, it seems likely that the more
difficult initial conditions act to encourage greater learning by demanding
more attentional effort on the part of the subject in a situation in which

such additional processing will result in more learning. In these
situations, difficult-to -easy transfer is .seen because the subject losow
presumably learned to process the relevant stimulus information more effi-
ciently. Thus, the way in which a particular task is difficult to perform
may be the crucial factor in determining the nature of transfer between

easy and difficult tasks.

Dual Task Performance

One implicatibn of automatized stimulus processing is that the reduc-
tion of attentional resources devoted to one task makes the simultaneous
performance of a second task more feasible. In the most favorabl.s case,
a fully automatized task should permit the performance of a second task
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(riot incompatible with the first) without deficits in either of the tasks
(cf. Bieck, Ogden, & Anderson, 1980; Eriksen and Spencer, 1969)..

There have been several studies showing that after extensive practice
deal task performance can display no appreciable deficit on either task,
such as reading and dictation (Spelke, Hirst, & Neisser, 1976), flying an
airplane while digit cancelling (Colb & DeMaio, 1978)' and typing while
shadowing prose (Shaffer, 1975). Similar effects have been found in
dichotic listening tasks in which subjects wear earphones and different
stimuli are simultaneously presented in the different channels. After
consistent training, subjects can follow both channels at the same time as
long as target stimuli are not simultaneously present (Duncan, 1980),. It
should be noted that dual task performance on dichotic listening tasks
will show decrements if one of the tasks has not became automatized (e.g.,
Treisman, 1969).

A somewhat different viewpoint of dual task performance is held by
saes researchers (e.g., Hirst, Spelke, Reaves, Charock, & Neisser, 1980)
who argue that time sharing is a specific attentional ability which can be
trained in individuals to increase their capacity to engage in dual task
performance. Freedle et al., (1968) showed that dual task performance was
a function not only of constituent task performance but also of a time-:
sharing attentional ability (cf. Fleishman, 1965; Jennings and Chiles,
1977).

A number of studies have demonstrated improvements in time sharing
capacity after training (e.g., Dames, 1977; Gopher and North, 1974, 1977).
Gabriel and Burrows (1968) examined the effects of such training in an
applied setting. Pilots given time sharing training showed enhanced
performance on flying simulation tasks. Re.ick et al. (1980) showed that in
tracking tasks, single task performance contributed little to subsequent
dual practice performance. However, dual practice performance was found to
be a major determinant of dual task performance.

The extent to which time sharing training is more important to transfer
on dual tasks than automatization of one or both of the task components may
well depend on the nature of the task. As we saw previously, some tasks
have encoding and retrieval characteristics which lend themselves better to
part learning than other tasks. As the Freedle et al. study suggests, both
factors may be involved in varying degrees in the same task situation.
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Summary

Automatized performance can, occur after extended consistent practice

with particular cues or responses. Qualitative and quantitative differences

exist betueen_autattatized performance and performance that is not automa-

tized, both in terms of the effect-required-to process and-fespond-te-eues

and in/the nature of the performance itself. Changes in the utilization

of the cues controlling responding have been shown to occur over the course

of training in a variety of perceptual-motor tasks, for example. Such

changes usually occur inthe direction of. mare efficient stimulus processing

or motor performance. As a consequence, transfer can be.affected by the

relationship of the particular cues utilizedin Task 1 and in the transfer

task. In addition, the more efficient performance on tasks can permit time

sharing activities or the simultaneous performance of two. tasks. Adtoma-

tized performance tends to be highly specific to the elements consistently

presented in original training. Thus, there may be little transfer to

other elements that differ in sane way fran those that have become automa-

tized. In addition, it can be difficult to suppress inappropriate automa-

tized performance in transfer environments if the controlling cues are

presented.

Proactive Interference and .Information Processing

A significant amount of transfer research has been conducted in order

to test different interference theories of retention and forgetting, inves-

tigating either the retroactive effects of Task 2 learning on Task 1 reten-

tion or the proactive effects of Task 1 learning on Task 2 acquisition

and retention (Osgood, 1949; Underwood & Postman, 1960). Since we are

concerned with the transfer of training, we will concentrate on proactive

effects of Task 1 learning on Task 2 acqusition and retention, more

specifically, the proactive interference (PI) that can result betueen the

two tasks. It should be emphasized at the outset that the aim of the

present section is simply to demonstrate, the relevance of some of the

information processing factors discussed previously to the phenomenon of

PI, and is not a review of interference research per se.

PI is generally defined as increases in the time or error rate involved

in Task 2 acquisition (i.e., negative transfer) or as increased forgetting

of Task 2 material as a result of Task 1 practice. Most of the evidence

foe PI has been found with verbal materials; very little evidence for

negative transfer using motor responses has been found (cf. Bilodeau &

Bilodeau, 1961). The motor PI that does occur is often quickly converted
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into positive transfer. It should be noted, on the other hand, that the
/degree of positive transfer between different motor tasks is generally not
large due to the differences between such tasks (Adams, 1954).

PI ispften studied in an A-B, A-D procedure in which different (verbal
or motor) responses are successively learned to the same stimulus, The

----------arnount-of.negatime_transferis-rtsany assessed by tcmparing
group's performance with a control group's performance on an A-B, C-D
procedure. Actually, negative transfer is difficult to show if an overall
decrement in performance is taken as its definition since the A-B, A-D
group often performs better on the A-D list than a control group.with noTask 1 learning (cf. Deese & Hulse, 1967; Bilodeau & Bilodeau, 1961).

PI has more meaning as an important factor in applied settings if we
define it as the degree. to which inappropriate intrusions of previously
learned responses occur in the transfer situation (cf. Holding, 1976). In
verbal learning, for 'example in the A-B, A-D paradigm, an intrusion would
be to respond with the "B" term while learning the second list in which the"D" term is now appropriate. Intrusive errors can create significant
dangers in applied settings if scale inappropriate response occurs at a
critical mcment (e.g., while flying an airplane).

Interestingly, current explanations of PT. center around two factors,
list differentiation (LD) and encoding deficits, with relationships to sane
of the information processing factors discussed previously. LD refers to
the distinctiveness in memory between what was learned in Task 1 and. Task'2.
The greater the distinctiveness of the material between the two tasks, the
smaller the expected amount of PI. Encoding deficits refers to the possi-
bility that increases in the familiarity or experience with a task lead to
changes in the way similar material is encoded.

List Differentiation and PI

As we saw in 'the first section of the paper, the distinctiveness of
the cue-TBR relationship between Task 1 and Task 2 is an important factor
in the retrieval of information from memory. To the extent that PI is theresult of interference or canpetition from incdmpatible responses, manipula-
tions which affect the differentiation of Task 1 and Task 2 should also
affect PI levels. Deese and Marder (1957) showed that increases 'in
between list errors were found when a long delay was interposed before
final testing after presenting subjects with two lists of words to learn.
These errors were presumably due to a decrease in the relative' temporal
separation between the lists (cf. Belleza and Schirmann, 1975; Runquist and
Runquist, 1977). PI is greatly reduced when Task 1 learning is widely
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distributed over time (Underwood and Ekstrand, 1966 ;. 1967). This .finding

can explain the lack of interference, in verbal laboratory studies from
prior verbal experience outside the laboratory which is gained under wide
distribution of practice. Repeating some of the first list responses in
the second list greatly reduces the advantage of such distributed practice.

------ Postman- (1962) examined the effects of different response- relations -.n.

producing negative transfer. Subjects were tested on an A-B, A -D procedure
and their performance compered with that found on an A-B, A-Br procedure.
In the latter. procedure, the same responses are used on both lists but are
rearranged with different stimulus terms on the second list. This procedure

involves a more difficult differentiation situation. As measured against

an A-B, C-D control group, negative transfer was demonstrated in both
conditions but was higher in the A-B, A-Br condition. In the A-B, A-Br
procedure, greater negative transfer was a function of increasing practice

on the first list.

It should be noted that item specific PI has been found as well as
interference between lists (e.g., Russ-Eft, 1979). It is unclear whether
item-specific and list-specific PI are the result of different processes or
are the'same differentiation problem at different levels of organization.

The relation between LD and PI has also been investigated in short-
term retention studies. Perhaps best known-are the release from PI studies

conducted by Wickens and his associates (e.g., Wickens, 1972; Gardiner

et al., 1972; Wickens et al.., 1981). Por example, in the Gardiner et al.
(1972) study, subjects were given a number of Brown- Peterson trials with

it from one of several categories. It was consistently bound that PI

built up rapidly when items were all from the same category. However, a

shift between different categOries provided a reduction in PI (e.g.,

garden flowers versus wild flowers). Bird (1977) showed that a shift from

semantic to structural processing or vice versa produced more release from
PI than did shifting from one semantic task to another. Similarly, no

release from PI was obtained with two related structural tasks (Bird and
Roberts, 1980) .

The concept of LDas an important determinant of PI may provide insight
into the lack of interference effects in motor transfer. As we noted at

the outset, the study of perceptual-motor responding has long found impor-
tant differences in retention and forgetting of such responses when compared

with verbal-symbolic material. For example, Jahnke and Duncan (1956) showed

no evidence of a retention loss over a four-week retention interval. Batch

and Lewis (1954) showed that it was extremely difficult to produce in

perceptual-motor performance the kinds of RI and PI found in verbal learning

(df. Biloaeau, Jones & Levy, 1964).
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Cne possible explanation for these differences between motor and verbal
responses may be in the relative distinctiveness .of each. .The quantity and
similarity of much verbal- symbolic material can be seen to p/ace a tremen-
dous burden on the memory system. Humans try to remember an enormous
amount of very detailed information which is often quite similar in charac-
ter/ use, or form to other information. This is not true to nearly the

_,same-extent-witTmotor-rearni-ng-tafan51)7-1ThiCe are only a limited
number of general action classes that are called upon in the course of a
job and within a general response class or schema the individual response
exemplars are usually quite dist:nct from each other. Po the extent that
motor responses can be easily differentiated from each other then PI should
be reduced.

Encoding Deficits ,

Although LID seems to be an important factor in producing PI, it is
doubtful that it is the sole basis for the phenomenon. As Postman (1976)
notes, PI continues to be observed in situations in which interference from
response_campetition or differentiatign should beminimized such as the

-41Flirtest (e.g., Ceraso and Henderson, 1966; Houston, 1967). The possibil-
ity that encoding deficits related to Task 2 acqusition may also play a
role in PI has been suggested by experiments which showed that PI did not
increase over time for either recognition or cued recall tests (e.g.,
Postman, Stark,,st Burns, 1974).

The absence of progressive increases in PI over time suggests that the
subject may not be learning the later list as well as the first, and thus,
inevitably shows poorer.retention compared, to subjects who did not have
specific prior learning. This is an interesting possibility because it has
parallels with the encoding ddficits for certain materiald that were noted
with organizational processing and automated performance. If experience
with particular stimuli or responses affects the nature of the-encoding
operations, then subjects may not be encoding such material the same way at
the end of training or on the transfer task that they were initially.

Hasher and Johnson (1975) examined the idea that in procedures such as
the A-B, A-D paradigm in which the same stimulus is used twice, the subject
employs the most effective mediators in establishing the A-B association.
Thus, they would have employed less useful mediators for A-D learning.
Hasher and Johnson showed that mediators used by subjects in learning the
A-D list produced more forgetting in other subjects who had to use them in
learning a single list (A-B).
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Mire generally, Lockhart, Craik, & ,5'acoby (1976) argued that increased
practice with list learning results Let changes in the ease with which
subjects .acquire the new assoqiations. Et7sr example, fewer trials to cri-
terion are needed by subjects On lists presented later in a session cm-a, red
to the number required at the start. The authors suggest that such learning
set behavior is the result of a reduction of processing operations or effort

needed to successfully -encode_ the itenter-i-.e.--,--the- subjict-enc.odes just

those 'attributes needed to identify the stimultis, but not redundantEir'ress-----

correlated attributes which might also contribute to retention to same'
extent. Therefore, the amount; of 1earning cannot be equated between succes-
sive lists by conventional methods such as equal training on both lists (cf,

Underwood 1964). Warr (1964) .equated the amount of study 'time to the list

and found a large decline in the amount of PI observed in such conditions.

IkJstman and Keppel (1977) have shown, however, that the acquisition of

successive lists (A-B, C-D, E-F) is a sufficient condition for the appear-

ance of cumulative PI. In addition, at a given, stage of practice,, the

amount of PI was independent of the level of retention for the prior lists.

This finding would suggest that LD is a greater determinant of Pt than an

encoding deficit in the conventional. P-A procedure. The buildup of PI. was

observed in both uncategorized and categorized lists and the rates of

interference were comparable in both. Little evidence of PI was found in

recognition performanceon-Oerbal discrimination tests. The small decline

that was observed appeared to be similar in nature to that found by

Underwood, Broder, & Zimmerman (1973), i.e., a slight but non-progressive
decline in retention of the lists. following the first.

The authors suggested that these findings made implausible the notion

that PI is caused by learning decrements especially in light of the findings

by Underwood and Ekstrand (1967) that shoved heavy PI even when the rate of

learning failed to increase over successive cycles. There can be little_

doubt that LD plays a key role in the development of PI, however, this fact

does not preclude the influence of other proceises on PI. It should be re,-

membered that PI is observed in the MMFR test which is designed to minimize

problems of LD. It seems more likely that LD and encoding deficits (and
perhaps other processes) all can result in retention decrements in later

learning. The extent to which each factor will determine -the amount of PI

in a given situation would presumably be dependent on the continent" factors
existing in those circumstances.

Summary

Prior learning can proactively interfere with the acquisition and
retention of later learning, Failures of list discrimination and reductions
in the amount of information encoded about later tasks were shown to be two
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important factors in the development of PI, providing an information
processing interpretation of some PI phenomena. Manipulations which
increased the differentiation of material between Task 1 and Task 2 often
significantly decreased the amount of observed PI. It was shown that
perceptual-motor responding exhibits little PI ,in transfer, in contrast to
verbal material, possibly because of the greater distinctiveness of motoric
responses compared with verbal.responses An_additionl_subjects seem to

113R-TriaMrta-1---on---Task 2' Fore efficiently but also less completely
than Task 1 material. This may serve ai.the basis for the small, non-
progressivedecline frequently observed for Task 2 retention.

4.

Summary

Current information processing and memorial constructs are shown to
have; relevance for the interpretation of transfer of training effects. The
five major factors examined in the present paper we et (1) the relation of
the retrieval information present in the transfe task to the material
encoded in Task 1;. (2) the study-phase retrieval of< ormation from Task 1
in the course of Task 2 learning which permits the J tegration and abstrac-
tion of both sets of informations (3) organizational strategies and schemata
which enhance stimulus processing and performance; and (4) the autcimatiza-
on of performance with consistent stimulus training. All of these factors
were examined for their applicability in the interpretation of transfer of
training phenomena using both basic, and applied research whenever possible.
A wide range of research was reviewed to show the utility of these factors
in the explanation of transfer of training effects. These factors were
shown to provide a process-based account of transfer studies conducted in
an S-R framework (e.g., simulation studies, PI), thereby 'unifying this
literature with transfer studies conducted in the information processing
area. In addition, these factors were shown to be relevant in many cases
to both verbal-symbolic and motoric responses.
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